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The following reviews were posted to the H-Net Commons between 21 Feb 2022 and 28 Feb 2022.

Reviewed for H-War by Elizabeth Peifer

Reviewed for H-War by Brian North

Reviewed for H-Disability by Neil Dhingra

Reviewed for H-War by Matthew Franklin Cancian

Reviewed for H-Diplo by Stephanie Riveraberruz
Buy from Amazon -
Reviewed for H-Diplo by Ashvina Patel


Reviewed for H-Socialisms by Brad Wright


Reviewed for H-TGS by Jan Raska


Reviewed for H-War by Robert John Clines


Reviewed for H-Environment by Gerald Horne


Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Natalia Shevin


Reviewed for H-Environment by Nancy Unger

Perry, Nicole. _Policing Sex in the Sunflower State: The Story of_


Reviewed for H-Slavery by G. Patrick O’Brien